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REAR CLIMATE CONTROL

To access the rear climate touch screen menu, 
select Rear climate from the front climate 
menu.

1. Temperature control: Rotate to adjust 
temperature (16°C - 28°C [59°F - 83°F]). 
The temperature is displayed on the touch 
screen (rear climate menu).

2. AUTO control: Press to switch automatic 
operation on.

3. Blower speed: Rotate to adjust blower 
speed.

With blower speed at minimum, rotate the 
control anticlockwise to switch the climate 
system off. Press AUTO to turn on again.

4. Air distribution to face: Press to switch 
on/off. Switch indicator illuminates when 
on.

5. Air distribution to feet: Press to switch 
on/off. Switch indicator illuminates when 
on.

6. Seat temperature control: Press the red 
arrow to increase and the blue arrow to 
decrease temperature. The LEDs illuminate 
to indicate current setting.

7. Climatic seat zone control: Press to select 
full seat or backrest only ventilation. The 
switch indicators illuminate accordingly.

8. Blower speed indicator.
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9. Air distribution to feet: Touch to turn 
on/off.

10. Air distribution to face: Touch to turn 
on/off.

11. Temperature adjustment: Select the red 
arrow to increase and the blue arrow to 
decrease temperature. The temperature 
setting is displayed above the arrows.

12. Auto: Select to switch automatic operation 
on/off.

13. Rear seats: Select to adjust the rear seat 
temperature and ventilation settings.

14. Rear panel lock: Select to disable the rear 
climate control switches, to prevent the 
rear passengers from adjusting the rear 
climate settings. Select again to re-enable 
the controls.

In addition to the selectable controls, the rear 
climate menu displays symbols that indicate 
the status of heating and ventilation functions.

Note: If the climate control system is switched 
off, pressing a rear AUTO button will switch the 
climate control system on.

Note: If the system is in Defrost mode, all rear 
controls are disabled and no airflow is available 
to the rear occupants.
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